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Purpose: The purpose of this lab was to use scaled vectors to find the quickest way for a caribou to cross the thawing Porcupine River.

Diagram:











Procedure: Going into this I kind of knew that the "Boxcar" method of not fighting the current and just swimming straight forward would be faster, because components at right angles from each other (Boxcar's swimming and the current) act independently—in other words, whether the caribou is taken downstream or not does not affect its perpendicular swimming motion. So yeah, it would go the fastest it could straight across. And be faster.

But the lab required scaled vectors, so I went ahead and did velocity vector addition for the two scenarios and found that yes, the "Antlers" method is slower.

Data and Calculations: vectors on attached work page.

Error Analysis: Using the pythagorean theorem, I can find if my vector analysis of the "Antlers" method is correct/incorrect. So... I shall do that here.
(2m/s)2 + x2 = (2.5m/s)2
4m2/s2 + x2 = 6.25m2/s2
x2 = 2.25m2/s2
x = 1.5m/s
With my scaled vectors, I got that "Antlers" would cross at a speed of 1.6m/s, but this more mathematical approach says 1.5m/s. % Error time.

(1.5m/s-1.6m/s)/1.6m/s x 100 = 6% Error

Conclusions: Even though I had a little error in the one calculation, it's not a huge deal—1.5m/s is even slower than what I'd calculated, meaning that it's still slower than Boxcar's 2.5m/s. Antlers stays in the river much longer, even if Boxcar covers more distance in the water. The Boxcar solution is better than any other possibility because crossing the river at top speed is top priority and aiming straight across—spending all your swimming velocity on trying to reach the bank rather than fight the current—is the fastest way. The width of the river doesn't matter.
